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Who Was 

Edgar Allan Poe?

Edgar Allan Poe walked briskly down a 

New York City street one winter day early in 

1845. A young boy spotted the famous writer. 

Soon another boy noticed him, too. And 

then another. One of the boys took a stick 

and hit Edgar on his heel. "Caw! Caw!" the 

other children shrieked, flapping their arms 

like birds. 

the scene a few 

seconds later. 
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The kids weren't being mean. They were 

having fun, and Edgar was, too. He was enjoying 

the fame that his poem "The Raven" had brought 

him. 

The New York Evening Mirror had printed 

"The Raven" in January of that year, and it was a 

big hit for the newspaper. It seemed as if almost 

everyone had read the poem about a bird who 

speaks only one mysterious word: "nevermore." 

The poem was sad, and it was scary. 

Edgar Allan Poe is one of the most important 

writers in American history. He is most 

remembered for chilling stories that still terrify 

readers today, more than 165 years after his death. 

His work has influenced writers, artists, and even 

movie directors. 

Edgar should have enjoyed the glory that "The 

Raven" brought him. And sometimes, like when 

he played with the children on the street, he did. 

With Edgar, though, there always seemed to be 

CD 
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a dark side to life. When his poems and stories 

earned praise from critics, he still brooded over 

not making as much money as he felt he should. 

CD 



When he had a good job at a magazine, he lost it 

by his addiction . And when it came to "The 

Raven," Edgar knew one great, big, terrible secret 

that his readers didn't: His wife was dying. Just 

like the poet in the poem, he would soon be alone 

in the world. 



Chapter 1 

Young Orphan 

Edgar Poe was born in Boston, Massachusetts, 

on January 19, 1809. He was the second child of 

Eliza and David Poe Jr. Edgar's brother, William, 

was two years older. He was usually called by 

his middle name, Henry. Edgar's younger sister, 

Rosalie, was born only a year later. 



�lmira's brothers didn't want her to marry Edgar. 

Another is that he may have already had heart 

disease or some other illness. Or that he had 

contracted rabies from an animal bite. Or perhaps 

Edgar died of food poisoning. 

Following 

Edgar's death, 

American writer 

and editor Rufus 

Griswold wrote 

a not-so-nice 

obitu�ry in 

the New York

Tribune. He had 
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never forgotten about a negative review Edgar 

gave one of his books several years earlier. 

"Edgar Allan Poe is dead," the obituary began. 

"He died in Baltimore the day before yesterday. 
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This announcement will startle many, but few will 

be grieved by it." 

Among other things, Griswold insisted that 

Edgar had few or no friends, and that h.e was an 

angry person who was jealous of other people's 

success. In a collection of Edgar's works and in 

other publications, Griswold made up stories that 

damaged Edgar's reputation even further. He said 

Edgar roamed the streets talking to hiinself. 
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Readers of Edgar's stories knew that he often 

wrote shocking descriptions of death or violence, 

and that he sometimes wrote from the point of 

view of a crazy person. Some of the characters in 

his stories were drug addicts. So when Griswold 

wrote such things, people believed them. 

sometimes rivals. And 

for twenty-five years 

after Edgar's death, 

his reputation was 

influenced by what 

Griswold had written 

and said about him. 

It was only after Englishman John Henry 

Ingram published a fairer and more accurate 

biography of Edgar in 1875 that people began 
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to accept Edgar for who he was. He was neither 

crazy nor a drug addict. He was a complex man 

who struggled to overcome a series of sad events to 

become a major American writer. He influenced 

so many writers after him that his work is still 



Edgar's status as the father of American 

mysteries is confirmed by the annual Edgar Allan 

Poe Awards. "The Edgars," as they are called, 

are presented by the Mystery Writers of America 

each year. They honor the best mystery writing in 

categories such as fiction, nonfiction, short story, 

young adult, television, and others. 

Edgar Allan Poe was a master at writing chilling 

mysteries. He is the creator of the modern-day 



detective story and was one of the earliest science

fiction writers. But he also wrote lovely poems and 

even some humorous stories, too. 

In the years since his death, Edgar's popularity 

has grown beyond his writing. His picture is 

on action figures, dolls, 

lunch boxes, bandages, 

a US postage stamp, and 

more. He has become 

an icon-a small thing 

that represents a bigger 

idea-of all things 

spooky and gloomy. 

to his legacy as one of the most original American 

writers of all time. He remains one of the most 

widely read authors of the nineteenth century. 

And his work continues to amaze and terrify 

readers of all ages. 
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TY[ RALTIMOR[ RAV[NS 

AL-THOUGH �DGAJ< AL-LAN PO� WA5 f30J<N IN 

605TON, H� 1.-IV�D, WOJ<K�D, AND DI�D IN 

6AL..TIMOJ<�. TH� NATIONAL- FOOT6AL..L- L-�AGU�'5 

6AL-TIMOJ<� J<AV�NS-SUP�J< BOWL- CHAMPS IN 

TH� 2000 AND 2012 5�A50NS-TOOK TH�IJ< NAM� 

Fl<OM �DGAJ<'5 PO�M ''TH� J<AV�N.'' 

TH� T�AM CAM� INTO 6�ING IN 1996. IT5 

NICKNAM� WAS CH05�N 6Y FANS OV�I< TWO 

OTH�J< FINAL-I5TS, TH� AM�J<ICAN5 AND TH� 

MAJ<AUD�J<5, IN A POL..1.- IN TH� 8At.7TM0/2� StlN 

Nf?.WSPAPf?.J<. THf?. 6AL-TIMOJ<f?. J<AVf?.NS' MASCOT' IS 

A 1.-AJ<Gf?. 61.-ACK 6IJ<D-A J<AV�N NAMf?.D PO�. 

-------------



TIM[lIN[ or 

[DGAR ALLAN PO[�S LI1b[ 

Born Edgar Poe on January 19 in Boston, Massachusetts 

Edgar's mother, Eliza Poe, dies at twenty-four 
Two-year-old Edgar is taken in by the Allan family of 
Richmond, Virginia 

Moves to England with his foster parents 

The Allans return to Richmond from England 

Attends the University of Virginia in Charlottesville 

Joins the US Army 
Publishes his first book, Tamerlane and Other Poems

Fanny Allan, Edgar's foster mother, dies at forty-four 

Attends West Point but is expelled one year later 

Moves to Baltimore to live with his aunt Maria Clemm, his 
cousin Virginia Clemm, and his brother, William Henry Poe 

John Allan, Edgar's foster father, dies at fifty-four and 
leaves Edgar out of his will 

Marries Virginia Clemm on May 16 

The Poes move to Philaqelphia 

Begins working as an editor for Burton's Gentleman's 
Magazine 

Writes "The Murders in the Rue Morgue," a short story 
that creates a new literary category: the detective story 

Publishes his most famous and enduring poem, "The Raven" 

On January 30, Virginia Clemm Poe dies from tuberculosis 

On October 7, Edgar dies at age forty 
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Who Was 

Edgar Allan Poe� 

□ The foster child of a tombstone merchant

□ A poet best known for writing "The Raven"

□ An American master of horror stories

!/ All of the above!

Find out more about the real Edgar Allan Poe in this fun 

and exciting illustrated biography! 

The books in this series are listed inside. Read them all! 

Cover illustration by
Nancy Harrison 




